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Introduction


Input-Output subsystem provides an
efficient mode of communication between
the central system and the outside
environment.



Peripheral devices



ASCII Alphanumeric Characters

Input output Interface


Peripherals connected to a computer need special communication links
for interfacing them with CPU. The purpose of the communication link is
to resolve the differences that exist between the central computer and
each peripheral.The major differences are:
◦ Peripherals are electromechanical and electromagnetic devices and their
manner of operation is different from operation of CPU and memory, which are
electronic devices. Therefore, a conversion of signal values may be required.
◦ The data transfer rate of peripherals is usually slower then the transfer rate of
CPU, and consequently , a synchronization mechanism may be needed.
◦ Data codes and formats in peripherals differ from word format in the CPU and
memory.
◦ The operating modes of peripherals are different from each other and each
must be controlled so as not to disturb the operation of other peripherals
connected to CPU



To resolve these differences, computer systems include
special hardware components between CPU and peripherals
to supervise and synchronize all input and output interfaces.
These components are called interface units because they
interface between the processor bus and the peripheral
device.



Two main types of interface are CPU interface that
corresponds to the system bus and input-output interface
that depends on the nature of input-output device.



The main function of input-output interface circuit are data
conversion, synchronization and device selection.
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Each peripheral device has associated with it an interface unit.

- Each interface decodes the address and control received from I/O bus,
- interprets them for the peripheral,
- Provides signal for the peripheral controller.
- It also synchronizes the dataflow and supervises the transfer between peripheral and processo



To communicate with a particular device, the processor places a device
address on the address line. Interface detects its address and activates
the path between the bus lines and the device that it controls.



Processor provides a function code (I/O Command) in the control
lines.
◦ Control command: informs peripheral what to do.
◦ Status command: used to test various status conditions in the interface
and peripherals.
◦ Data output command: causes the interface to respond by transferring
data from the bus into one of its registers.
◦ Data input command: interface receives an item of data from the
peripheral and places it in its buffer register. The processor checks if data
are available by means of status command and then issues a data input
command. The interface places the data on the data lines, where they are
accepted by the processor

I/O v/s Memory Bus
In addition to communicating with I/O, the processor must
communicate with memory unit.
 Like I/O bus, the memory bus contains data, address and
read/write control lines.
 There are three ways that computer buses can be used to
communicate with memory and I/O.


◦ 1. Use two separate buses, one for memory and other for I/O
(used in computers that provide a separate I/O processor
(IOP) in addition to CPU)
◦ 2. Use one common bus for both memory and I/O but have
separate control lines for each
◦ 3. Use one common bus for memory and I/O with common
control lines.

Isolated v/s Memory-Mapped I/O


Isolated I/O method
◦ One common bus to transfer information between
memory or I/O and the CPU
◦ Separate read- write lines
◦ This configuration isolates all I/O interface addresses
from the addresses assigned to memory



Memory- mapped I/O
◦
◦
◦
◦

Uses same address space for both memory and I/O.
Only one set of read-write signals.
Do not distinguish between memory and I/O address
Treats an interface register as part of memory
system.

Asynchronous Data Transfer


If registers in the interface share a common clock with the
CPU registers, the transfer between two units is said to be
synchronous.



In most of the cases , the internal timing in each unit is
independent from the other in that each uses its own private
clock for internal registers. In that case, the two units are
said to be asynchronous to each other.



Asynchronous data transfer between two independent units
requires that control signals be transmitted between the
communicating units to indicate the time at which data is
being transmitted.
◦ Strobe Control
◦ Handshaking
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Employs a single control line to time each transfer.
Data bus has multiple lines to transfer an entire byte
or word.
Strobe may be activated by either source or the
destination.
In source initiated arrangement, source places data on
the data bus. After a brief delay, source activates the
strobe pulse.
The information on the data bus and the strobe signal
remain in the active state for a sufficient time period
to allow the destination to receive data.
The source removes the data from the bus a brief
period after it disables its strobe pulse

Strobe Control


In destination initiated scenario, destination activates the
strobe pulse, informing the source to provide the data.
Source responds by placing the requested binary information
on the data bus.



The data must be valid and remain in the bus long enough
for the destination to accept it.



The falling edge of the strobe pulse can be used again to
trigger a destination register.



The destination unit then disables the strobe.



The source removes the data from the bus after a
predetermined time interval.
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Asynchronous Serial Transfer
Parallel v/s Serial transfer
 Serial Transfer can be synchronous or
asynchronous
 Serial asynchronous transfer:


◦ Start bit (0), character bits, stop bit (1)
◦ Baud rate: rate at which serial information is
transmitted and is equivalent to the data
transfer in bits per second


Asynchronous Communication Interface
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Initialization


The operation of the asynchronous communication interface
is initialized by CPU by sending a byte to the control register.



The initialization procedure places the interface in a specific
mode of operation as it defines certain parameters such as
the baud rate to use, number of bits in a character, whether
to generate and check parity, number of stop bits appended to
each character.



Two bits in the status register are used as flags. One bit is
used to indicate whether the transmitter register is empty
and another bit is used to indicate whether the receiver
register is full.

Transmitter








CPU reads the status register and checks the flag to see if the
transmitter register is empty.
If it is empty, CPU transfers a character to the transmitter
register and the interface clears the flag to mark the register full.
The first bit in the transmitter register is set to 0 to generate
start bit. The character is transferred in parallel from transmitter
register to shift register and the appropriate number of stop bits
are appended to the shift register.
The transmitter register is then marked empty.
The character is now transmitted one bit at a time by shifting the
data in the shift register at the specified baud rate.
The CPU can transfer another character to the transmitter
register after checking the flag in the status register. (Double
buffered interface)

Receiver










The receiver data input is in the 1-state when the line is idle.
The receiver control monitors the receive data line for a 0
signal to detect the occurrence of a start bit.
Once a start bit has been detected, the incoming bits of the
character are shifted into the shift register at the prescribed
baud rate.
After receiving the data bits, the interface checks for the
parity and stop bits.
The character without start and stop bits is then transferred
in parallel from shift register to the receiver register.
The flag in the status register is set to indicate that the
receiver register is full.
The CPU reads the status register and checks the flag and if
set, it reads the data from the receiver register.





The interface checks for any possible errors
during transmission and sets appropriate bits
in the status register.
CPU reads the status register at any time to
check for errors:
◦ Parity error: if the number of 1’s in the received
data is not the correct parity
◦ Framing error: if the right number of stop bits is
not detected at the end of the received character
◦ Over run error: if CPU does not read the
character from receiver register before next one
becomes avilable in the shift register.

Modes of Transfer


Data transfer between the central computer and
the I/O devices may be handled in a variety of
modes
◦ Programmed I/O -- > (between CPU and peripheral)
◦ Interrupt initiated I/O
 Priority Interrupt
 Polling
 Daisy-Chaining Priority
 Parallel Priority Interrupt

◦ DMA

Programmed I/O [1]
Programmed I/O operations are the result of I/O
instructions written in the computer program.
 Each data item transfer is initiated by an instruction in the
program
 Usually the transfer is to and from a CPU register and
peripheral.
 In programmed I/O method, the I/O device does not have
direct access to memory. A transfer from I/O device to
memory requires the execution of several instructions by
CPU


◦ An input instruction to transfer the data from device to CPU
◦ Store instruction to transfer the data from CPU to memory
◦ Other instructions..

Programmed I/O [2]
Transferring data under program control
requires constant monitoring of the
peripheral by the CPU.
 Once a data transfer is initiated, the CPU is
required to monitor the interface to see
when a transfer can again be made.


Programmed I/O [3]
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A program is written for the computer to
check the flag in the status register to
determine if a byte has been placed in the
data register by i/o device. This is done by
reading the status register into CPU register
and checking the value of the flag bit.
 If the flag is 1, CPU reads the data from data
register.
 The flag bit is then cleared to 0.
 Once the flag is cleared, the interface
disables the data accepted line and the
device can then transfer the next data byte.


Programmed I/O [4]
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Each byte is read into CPU register and then
transferred to memory with store instruction.

Programmed I/O [5]
The difference in information Transfer rate
between CPU and I/O device makes this type of
transfer inefficient.
 Consider a machine that execute two
instructions that read the status register and
check flag in 1 µs. Assume that the input device
transfers its data at an average rate of 100 bytes
per second. (one byte every 10000 µs). This
means that the CPU will check the flag 10000
times between each transfer.
 The CPU is wasting time while checking the flag
instead of doing some useful work


Priority Interrupt [1]


Data transfer between CPU and I/O device is initiated by the CPU.
However, the CPU cannot start the transfer unless the device is
ready to communicate with the CPU. The readiness of the device
can be determined from an interrupt signal.



The CPU responds to the interrupt request by storing the return
address from PC into a memory stack and then program branches
to the service routine that processes the required transfer.



Number of I/O devices are attached to the computer, with each
device being able to originate an interrupt request.



Interrupt system has to find the source of interrupt and
has to decide which device to serve first in case several
devices raised an interrupt simultaneously.

Priority Interrupt [2]


Priority interrupt is a system that establishes a priority over
various sources to determine which condition is to be
serviced first when two or more requests arrive
simultaneously.



The system also determines which conditions are permitted
to interrupt the computer while another interrupt is being
serviced.



Establishing the priority of simultaneous interrupts can be
done by software or hardware
◦ Polling: software means used to identify the highest priority
source.
◦ Daisy Chaining: Hardware approach

Polling
◦ In this method there is a one common branch address for
all interrupts. The program that takes care of interrupts
begins at the branch address and polls the interrupt
sources in sequence. The order in which they are tested
determines the priority of each interrupt.
◦ Highest priority source is tested first, if its interrupt signal
is on, control branches to a service routine for this source.
Otherwise the next lower priority source is tested and so
on.
◦ The disadvantage of software method is that if there are
many interrupts, the time required to poll them can
exceed the time available to service the I/O device.

Daisy-Chain priority Interrupt [1]
◦ Consists of serial connection of all devices that request the
interrupt.
◦ Device with highest priority is placed in the first position,
followed by lower priority devices up to the device with the
lowest priority, which is placed last in the chain.
◦ The interrupt request line is common to all devices and forms a
wired logic connection.
◦ If any device has its interrupt signal in the low-level state, the
interrupt line goes to low level state and enables the interrupt
input in the CPU.
◦ When no interrupts are pending the interrupt line stays in the
high level state and no interrupts are recognized by the CPU.

Daisy-Chain priority Interrupt [2]
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Daisy-Chain priority Interrupt [3]
◦ CPU responds to an interrupt request by enabling interrupt acknowledge line. This
signal is received by device 1 at its PI (priority IN) input. The acknowledge signal passes
on to the next device through PO (priority out) output only if device 1 is not
requesting an interrupt.
◦ If device 1 has pending interrupt, it blocks the acknowledge signal from the next device
by placing 0 in the PO output. It then proceeds to insert its own interrupt vector
address (VAD) into the data bus for the CPU to use during interrupt cycle
◦ A device with a 0 in its PI input generates a 0 in its PO output to inform the nextlower-priority device that the acknowledge signal has been blocked.
◦ A device that is requesting an interrupt and has a 1 in its PI input will intercept the
acknowledge signal by placing a 0 in its PO output.
◦ If the device does not have pending interrupts, it transmits the acknowledge signal to
the next device by placing a 1 in its PO output.

Daisy-Chain priority Interrupt [3]
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Daisy-Chain priority Interrupt [4]


The device sets its RF flipflop when it wants to interrupt the CPU.
The output of the flipflop goes through inverter, a circuit that
provides the wired logic for the common interrupt line.



If PI=0, both PO and the enable line to VAD are equal to 0,
irrespective of the value of RF.



If PI=1 and RF=0, then PO=1 and the vector address is disabled.
This condition passes the acknowledge signal to the next device
through PO.



The device is active when PI=1 and RF=1. This condition places a 0
in PO and enables the vector address for the data bus.



RF flipflop is reset after a sufficient delay to ensure that the CPU
has received the vector address.

Parallel Priority Interrupt [1]





Uses a register whose bits are set separately
by the interrupt signal from each device.
Priority is established according to the
position of the bits in the register.
Includes a mask register whose purpose is to
control the status of each interrupt request.
Mask register can be programmed to disable
lower-priority interrupts while a higher
priority device is being serviced. It can also
provide a facility that allows a high priority
device to interrupt the CPU while a lower
priority device is being serviced.

Parallel Priority Interrupt [2]
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Parallel Priority Interrupt [3]
BY means of program instructions, it is possible
to set or reset any bit in the mask register.
 Each interrupt bit and its corresponding Mask bit
are applied to an AND gate to produce the four
inputs to the priority encoder .
 An interrupt is recognized only if its
corresponding mask bit is set to 1 by the
program.
 Priority encoder generates two bits of the vector
address, which is transferred to the CPU.


Parallel Priority Interrupt [4]







Another output from the encoder sets an
interrupt status flip-flop IST when an
interrupt that is not masked occurs.
The interrupt enable flip-flop IEN can be set
or cleared by the program to provide an
overall control over the interrupt system.
The outputs of IST ANDed with IEN provide
a common interrupt signal for the CPU.
The interrupt acknowledge INTACK signal
from the CPU enables the bus buffers in the
output register and the vector address VAD
is placed into the bus.
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Direct Memory Access (DMA)
The technique of removing the CPU from the path and letting the
peripheral device manage the memory buses directly to improve
the speed of transfer is called DMA.
 During DMA transfer, the CPU has no control of the memory
buses.
 A DMA controller takes over the buses to manage the transfer
directly between I/O device and the memory.
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Direct Memory Access (DMA)


Bus-Request (BR) input of CPU is used by DMA controller to request
the CPU to relinquish control of buses.



CPU places address bus, data bus, and read and write lines in high
impedance state.



CPU activates bus-grant (BG) output to inform the external DMA that
the buses are in high impedance state.



The DMA that originated the bus request takes control of buses to
conduct memory transfer without the processor intervention.



When DMA terminates the transfer, it disable the Bus request line.



The CPU disables the bus grant, takes control of buses.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)


Data Transfer

◦ Burst transfer: a block sequence consisting of a number
of memory words is transferred in a continuous burst
while the DMA controller is master of the memory
buses. This mode of transfer is needed for fast devices
such as magnetic disks, where data transmission cannot
be stopped or slowed down until an entire block is
transferred.
◦ Cycle stealing: allows the DMA controller to transfer
one data word at a time, after which it must return
control of buses to the CPU. The CPU merely delays its
operation for one memory cycle to allow the direct
memory I/O transfer to “steal” one memory cycle.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)


DMA controller
◦ Communicates with CPU via data bus and control lines.
◦ The registers in the DMA are selected by the CPU
through the address bus by enabling the DS(DMA select)
and RS (register select) inputs.
◦ When BG input is 0, CPU can communicate with DMA
registers through the data bus to read from or write to
the DMA registers.
◦ When BG=1, the CPU has relinquished the buses and
DMA can communicate directly with the memory by
specifying an address in the address bus and activating the
RD or WR control.
◦ DMA communicates with external peripherals through the
request and acknowledge lines using handshaking
procedure.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)
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Direct Memory Access (DMA)








The address register contains an address to specify
the desired location in memory. The address bits go
through bus buffers into the address bus.
The address register is incremented after each word
is transferred to memory.
The word count register holds the number of words
to be transferred. This register is decremented by one
after each word transfer and internally tested for
zero.
The control register specifies the mode of transfer.
All registers in the DMA appear to the CPU as I/O
interface registers.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)


Initializing DMA
◦ DMA is first initialized by the CPU. After that, DMA starts and
continues to transfer data between memory and peripheral unit until
an entire block is transferred.
◦ The initialization process is essentially a program consisting of I/O
instructions that include the address for selecting particular DMA
registers.
◦ The CPU initializes the DMA by sending following information through
the data bus
 Starting address of memory block where data are available (for read) or where
data are to be stored (for write)  stored in address register
 The word count, which is the number of words in the memory block.
 Control to specify the mode of transfer such as read or write
 A control to start the DMA transfer.

◦ Once DMA is initialized, CPU stops communicating with the DMA
unless it receives an interrupt signal or it wants to check how many
words have been transfered.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)


DMA Transfer

Input-Output Processor (IOP)

Serial Communication
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